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GENRECIDE
MICHAEL EDWARDS

It was commented to me last week that 
1 seem to cover an awful lot of British 

music in my column. I’m not sure if that 
is a criticism or not, but 1 decided not to 
take it as one. Instead, it made me think 
about why that is the case. I suppose that 

I may have the tiniest hint of bias seeing 
I come from the other side of the Atlan
tic. I have even been to known to show 
the slightest inclination of favouritism for 

Scottish music. But I most definitely do 

not listen to music from ‘over there’ ex
clusively - that would be very silly as there 

is good music from every country. Even 
Liechtenstein I would imagine. So in an 

attempt to redress the balance, next 
week’s column will feature exclusively 

Canadian music. Nothing from outside 
these shores at all. Honest. Bet you can’t 

wait for that.

But back to the subject in hand. The 

most obvious reason for this emphasis 
on British music is that there has been

so much good music coming out from in life is to make people aware of all the 
there in the past little while. Let’s free it - things that they are missing out on. And 

after the desolate start to the nineties, thankfully CHSR plays a lot of the music 
things like Oasis, Blur and Portishead that I write about, so that makes things a 

sound like an even fresher breath of air.

I may even make the occasional appear- who wants to take part. Just go along 
ance there too). I really do hope so - if and volunteer - its as simple as that. 

Portishead’s magnificent debut Dummy But back to Fundrive '95. As I said, they
doesn’t come very close to the top of want your money. And being the nice 

1995’s chart, I will be very sad indeed.
And talking of CHSR, I really must bring thing in return. They have a special room

to everyone’s attention that it is time once up there which is jam- 
more for their annual Fundrive. Or in packed full of goodies, and you get to 
other words, they want your money. Just take your pick. A very good deal. Just

another organisation begging for cash? give them a call. It all starts tonight with
Maybe, but before you reject it as just that, an all ages show down at the Farmers’
think about what a wonderful asset CHSR Market - Eric’s Trip are coming to town

is to the campus. All that wonderful mu- to play and support will be provided
sic. The ethnic programming. The univer- quite amply by Liquid Light 28 and

sity sports events. The inane chatter. All Alderknot. The whole thing starts at 7
sorts of minority programming. The other o’clock, and tickets cost a measly $8 in
things that have to be heard to be be- advance or $10 at the door. It would be
lieved. And I must mention once again, very silly to miss the chance to see one
all that wonderful music. Every kind of of Sub-Pop’s finest especially after their

music. The sort of stuff that you simply recent success at the East Coast Music
can’t hear anywhere else in town. And the Awards, so come along and show your
best thing about it is that is all there for support for all involved. Be there, or be

anyone who wants to listen, or anyone Ygry square.

lot easier. But when I looked over the year- 
Yet I wouldn’t regard the country of end chart for the radio station, there was

important factor when try- a distinct lack of British music. Only six
ing to pick the best music out there. The in the top 100 to be precise. That was

most important thing is that the music is kinda scary in my eyes as it seemed that a
good, and that’s the end of it. That is also lot of good music simply wasn’t getting
one of the reasons that most of the things the attention it deserved. Again, the in-

I write about in this column appear to herent bias of the country will be itnpor-
receive favourable reviews • it seems much

people they are, you actually get some-

source as an

tant - Cancon helps to take care of that, 
more productive to tell people about But why does something that has been 
things which deserve their attention than regarded as one of the finest albums in 
things that should be embedded in con- years, namely Blur’s Parklife, end up at 
Crete and buried fifty metres under the number 234 when it should be much 
Earth’s surfece. Life is far too short for higher. A question of taste? Maybe, but it 
mediocrity. could be that British music just doesn’t

But yet there doesn’t seem to be all that get represented as well as it should be. 
much exposure for all this wonderful That may change a little bit now that there 

music - people just don’t seem to know is a show on Thursday afternoons that 

about it. That’s where I step in. My duty plays exclusively music from the UK (and

going to3! you need 
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The best deals to Europe this summer are 
available exclusively from Travel CUTS/ 
Voyages Campus.
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A#Student Class™ air fares are your ticket to maximum 

savings and flexibility. Bon Voyage™ travel insurance — 

designed specifically for students - is comprehensive yet 

inexpensive. Eurailpass, flexipass, Europass, point-to-point 

and country passes - we have them all. Our agents will 

help you choose the right one, and then issue it to you 

on the spot! Finally don’t forget your ISIC (International 

Student Identity Card) and Hostel Card for even

savings once you’re on the road.
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Before you call anyone else, 
check The Brunswickan out!! AI
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more7 DAYS A WEEK
11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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BUY ONE ENTREE 
GET ONE FREE!!

(of equal or lesser value)
Choose from 15 of 

Your Favorite Meals
(Offer Expires Feb. 20/95) 

Not applicable to Specials or 
Buffet. No further discounts.

and we’ll throw in some of
the essentialsMW mïiBEin

Book your flight, rail pass, insurance, ISIC, and 

hostel card with Travel CUTSZVoyages Campus 

by March 31,1995* and we’ll throw In a free 
Berkeley Guide to Europe, the budget traveller’s VclIII© 
handbook, PLUS one free night (including 

breakfast and dinner) at The Pink Palace - the

world’s largest youth resort located in Corfu, Greece.
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CORFU GREECE

CARRIAGE PLACE 
BUFFETS
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free!Noon Hour Mon.-Fri. 595
Evening 
Breakfast 
Sunday Buffet Noon-8 7,s

Fri.,Sat. & Sun Vs 
Sat. & Sun. 4$0

m t TRAVEL CUTS
ir ill VOYAGES CAMPUS

Beairsto's at Carriage Place 
451-8494

Beairsto's at Queen Street Diner 
450-3255

Opposite Officer's Square

U.N.B. (Fredericton) 
Student Union Building
453-4850 nyiSwS H

Certain restrictions may apply. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Offer available while supputes last and may be discontinued at any time
. Insurance purchase not necessary in British Columbia.
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